Trim 1/2- or so off your
stipple brush to make it
more effective.
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Afways useihe minimum
amounl of resin to wet out lhe
lay-up.Too much resin is not
stron ger...just heavier!

Overlap any joints in the tape
by about 2.0" for stren$h of
the ky-up.
2_0i overlap

Another method of lamination the "plastic sandwich" method, consists of cutting
larger pieces of cloth, then pre-saturating them between two layers of clear
plastic "drop cloth". 2 milthick sheeting works well and is readily available at
hardware stores, etc. A roller or squeegee is used to remove excess resin from
the saturated cloth, then the cloth is cut to shape (usually in two inch wide strips),
plastic is removed from one side and the cloth placed into position, and finally
the outer plastic face sheet is removed and the cloth stippled into place. The big
advantage of the plastic sandwich method is that you are saturating the cloth on
a work table, minimizing trips to the work area, and minimizing working overhead
or in hard to reach areas to saturate cloth, in some cases:
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Section G: HS Hinqe Bracket lnstallation
STEP

1

Locate the five A-07-002 hinge brackets supplied in the kit. They will be located
at BL 0, BL 32 (L&R) and BL,56.5(L&R), as shown in Figure G-1:
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Hinge

"r",

Fisure G-1
Align the five hinge hinge brackets (using clamps and/or hot glue) on the aft face
of the HS aft spar so that they are centered at each BL location, and located
vertically such that the center of each spherical bearing is halfway between the
HS upper and lower skin trailing edges, as shown in Figure G-2:
KlmC3
Nutplate
AN42EAD.3.8
Rivet

AN-, -loAboll

A-07-ix)?
Horizonlal elevator
hinge bracket ass'y

Hinge bracket must be situated vertically
so the -Kdimensions are exactly equal.

Fisure G-2
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Fabricate the FS 161 support fixture in a manner similar to the FS 2 fixture. The
general dimensions of the FS 161 plywood support piece is shown in Figure
A-5. Once you have made the FS 2 support , size the height of the FS 161
support so that the fuselage is levelwhen in the supports fixtures.
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The fuselage shell (with the halves temporarily fastened together) should sit in
the support fixtures, with no point loading on the outer fuselage skins at FS 2 and
FS 161. lf needed, apply release tape on the fuselage skins, and use bondo or
micro on the plywood supports to achieve a good fit. Before applying the
bondo/micro, make sure that the fonarard end of the fuselage shell is round, Use
a vertical wood support, as shown in Figure A-5, to achieve a round shape:

Fiqure 4-6
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Double check that all rib layout locations and orientation (to vertical or 90
degrees to the skin) are correct. The temporary foam locating blocks should still
be in place. Paint the exposed core areas of each rib and the areas where the
ribs contact the spars and upper wing skin with a very thin coat of resin.
Fill the edges of each rib, that will contact the spars and upper wing skin, with a
thick micro mix.

Place the ribs into position in the upper wing skin/spar assembly, using dabs of
hot glue to tack the ribs to the foam locating blocks. Use thick micro to form a
radius in all corners where the ribs contact the spars and wing skin. Leave the
foam locating blocks in place - after the micro cures, remove them and complete
the radius.
STEP 5
Prep sand/clean the micro radii and the bonding areas. Apply a 2" wide laminate
to all corners where the ribs meet the upper wing skin and spars, extending 1"
onto the rib face, and 1" onto the adjacent surface. See Figure E-11.

All corner laminates are 3 BlD, except for the BL46 and BL54 nose and main ribs
- these must be 5 BID corner laminates.

Nose rib

F

'l

NOTE: This is a typical rib inslallation, lt shows the
bonding laminations applied to one side o, the rib
parts. The lair]inaiions must be applied to the olher
side of lhe rib parts as well-
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smr cap
Upper ldng skin
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Section N: Canopv and Windshield Plexiqlass lnStallation
You have previously fabricated the rolling canopy frame (in the "Fuselage"
portion of this manual). Waiting until Final Assembly to install the windshield and
canopy plexiglass reduces the chance of scratches and other damage to these
components while you work on other areas of your Radial Rocket.
The windshield and canopy plexiglass are supplied as a one-piece unit. ln this
section you will perform an initial fit of the one-piece plexiglass unit to the plane,
then separate the pieces, final-fit them, and bond them in place.

STEP

1

The canopy/windshield unit comes with a protective covering on the inner and
outer surfaces. Leave this covering in place as you perform the initialtrim. A note
about trimming /cutting: We have found that "Permagrit" brand grinding tools
work very wellfor trimming the Plexiglas, as they tend to heat the material while
grinding/cutting it, thereby reducing the risk of cracking the plexiglass. We
typically use a Yq" diameter Permagrit die grinder bit to cut the material. After final
trimming, the edges can be smoothed with a drum sander head on the die
grinder air tool, followed by hand sanding the cut edge.
Perform the initial trim by carefully placing the canopy/windshield in place on the
plane (remove the canopy latch and close the canopy), and mark for trimming at
the fonruard end (the windshield base) and along each side. Do not trim the aft
end yet - as you trim the forward end to fit, the canopy will transition forward
trimming the aft end now will cause the aft end to be too short.
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